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Across
2. Another name for farming.

8. Land capable of being plow and use 

for growing crops.

11. The area of the continent that lies 

south of the Sahara is called

12. The ethnic group mostly located in 

the Ghana region

15. Relatives that lived before us.

16. The ethnic group found in eastern 

countries near the coast.

17. What are the beliefs and customs a 

group of people?

18. What are religious beliefs past down 

from century to century?

19. Whats the process in which a 

country's wealth increases overtime?

20. The spread of ideas from one region 

to another.

Down
1. The process of getting water where 

its needed.

3. The process of cutting down or 

clearing trees is called ?

4. Most common type of agriculture in 

Africa where people grow crops to feed 

their own family.

5. ________ are food that is grown in 

large quantity in order to sell for a prophet

6. The fertile land becomes desert due 

to drought.

7. Who are the people that share the 

same type of characteristics such as 

language, and etc.

9. this ethnic group is located 

throughout Sub-Saharan Africa

10. Harmful substance in the water that 

makes it harmful to drink.

13. The most common ethnic group to 

practice Islam.

14. Who are the people that share the 

common type of belief ?

Word Bank
Sub-Saharan Africa Arabs Ashanti Arable Swahili

Ancestors Agriculture Religious group Bantu Ethnic group

Subsistence Farming Culture Water pollution Irrigation Cultural diffusion

Economic Growth Cash Crops Desertification Deforestation Traditional beliefs


